T3 Single Driver In-Ear Monitor
Product Strapline
A lightweight and discreet canal-moulded monitor with soudn beyond its size

Short Description
The latest revision of the T3 has one of the smallest but most dynamically
powerful and accurate drivers ever developed, enabling this small and
lightweight monitor to deliver an enormous range with stunning clarity. For
anyone requiring a diminutive and discreet in-ear monitor the T3 provides the
perfect solution with a lightweight and comfortable canal-mould housing a
single tiny driver. Manufactured from soft silicone, the T3 offers comfort and
isolation like no other canal-moulded monitor with up to 27dB of outside
noise eliminated and a flexible shell that moves with the shape of your ear
canal so you get a perfect fit all the time.
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serious about sound

Full Description
A decade of heritage
The T3 is our original in-ear monitor built with a single lightweight driver in a canal-mould shell delivering the full
dynamic range of sound from a clean, simple and discreet package weighing in at only 13 grams. First manufactured
in 1999, the T3 has been delighting audiophiles and performing musicians alike for more than a decade giving
people the freedom to enjoy sound just as they want to hear it without interference from outside noise. The T3’s latest
incarnation offers up the most dynamic and accurate driver in its history that gives you reference quality sound from
a tiny package that keeps the T3 as discreet and lightweight as possible without compromising on the substantial
soundstage that monitor users demand.
Creating clarity
The isolation provided by a custom-fit earpiece brings not only safety benefits but allows lower listening volumes,
even in noisy environments, which means you get better sound and a much more comfortable listening experience.
The T3 is manufactured from soft medical grade silicone which warms to body temperature in just a few minutes
creating a snug, airtight fit that makes them far less noticeable to the wearer. Because the earpieces are flexible they
are able to maintain a perfect seal at all times, even during vocal performances when the shape of the ear canal
changes with the movement of the jaw.
Continuous innovation
Over the course of the last ten years no aspect of the T3 has stood still. The ACS spirit of innovation has meant that
the T3 has been tweaked and improved every year of its life to give us the product that many people still swear by
today. Improvements to the silicone, the build method, the driver and the cabling have kept the T3 at the forefront of
cost-effective in-ear monitoring and this innovaton continues today. Making sure that we use the right cable to deliver
your sound is as important as every other aspect in the design of our monitors so we make sure they are just as well
thought out. Starting with the best conductive core we then add Kevlar threads for strength and flexibility so that we
can be sure you’ll get the performance you demand. Each cable is sheathed with a special finish that reduces the
transmission of friction noise to the earpieces so there’s as little interference as possible. The cable is then clamped at
the Y divide with a custom pressed lengthened binder to give it extra strength where you need it most. Finally, each
cable is finished with our custom-moulded right-angled plug offering high levels of resilience as well as quality with a
gold-plated 3.5mm connector and iPhone compatible shoulder design.
A personal finish
It’s the finishing touches that make every one of our hand-made monitors completely unique from a choice of cable
colours to a selection of bespoke silicone finishes. Every monitor can be laser etched with lettering of your choice.
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T3 Single Driver In-Ear Monitor
Technical Specification
Frequency Response

16Hz ~ 20kHz

Impedance
Isolation

27 dB

1KHz Sensitivity

102 dB @ 0.1 V

Weight

13g Net | 232g Gross | Average weight will vary according to ear size

Build Material

40 Shore Medical Grade Silicone

Mould Type

Canal Mould

Standard Colour

Clear

Included Accessories

Instruction Leaflet, Wax Pick, Comfort Cream, Carry Pouch, Flight Case

Optional Accessories

Extension Cable

Package Dimensions

147mm x 50mm x 100mm

Warranty Period

1 Year against manufacturing and component failure

Build options
Cable Exit (Top Default)

Top exit for cable run over the ear or bottom exit for front cable drop

Colour (Clear Default) - SRP £10

The T3 can be produced in any colour from our current colour chart

Laser Etching (None Default) - £10

The T3 includes laser etching up to 10 characters

Cable Choice (Translucent Default)

The T3 may be produced with any cable from our current range
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